Distinguished Clubs Awards

PAAC challenges its clubs to set goals related to participation, community impact, and reporting. Clubs that reach any one of these three tiers will receive awards and be recognized at PAAC’s annual Student Showcase.

Clubs who achieve Gold, Silver, and Bronze levels will receive a special prize and be recognized on PAAC’s website and during PAAC’s Student Showcase on April 25, 2020.

*Neighbor Island clubs unable to attend Fall and Spring Global Vision Summits may instead contact PAAC to organize one mini-GVS at their school, either in the Fall or Spring semester.

All requirements must be fulfilled by April 6, 2020.
Club Activity Report - Guidelines

The Club Activity Reports must be submitted by each club at the end of each semester. They should include:

1. **Member list**
   List the name, grade, and officer roles (if applicable) for all members.

2. **Activity Summary**
   Summarize (bullet points are fine) your club’s activities by month. Be sure to answer the following:
   - How many times did you meet each month?
   - What did you do during meetings?
   - As a club, what activities did you participate in at school or in the community?
   - Include pictures!

3. **Global Action Project**
   If your club designed, planned, and carry out a Global Action Project, describe what you did. Be sure to answer the following:
   - What did you do? Be specific – who, what, when, where, why, how.
   - What was your goal and how did you measure success? Share any quantitative data you have (e.g. how many people were there, how many cans you collected, how much money you raised, etc.) Do you have any qualitative data (e.g. quotes, reflections, feedback from others)? What other results or effects did your project bring about? Did you change your goal in the process of carrying out your project?
   - What would you have done differently/better? What did you learn – about your issue, about yourself or others, or about the process of planning and executing your own project? Do you feel you accomplished what you wanted to in this project?
   - Pictures - Include in your report the best pictures from your GAP
   - Sign in Sheet - when you carry out a GAP, make sure to get the signatures of everybody who attends or participates, and send this to PAAC. For instance, if you do a beach clean up, just have everyone write their name and sign on a blank sheet of paper. This helps PAAC get money for our programs!

Need money to carry out a GAP?
Fill out PAAC’s Club Fund Request Form.
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